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In this paper we discuss on multimedia database technologies especially for a metadata extraction

method for video streams, a retrieval method by keywords and a given strategies, and a data mining method

by 3D visualization method and its application for e-learning. The main features of the methods are: (1)

immediate and automatic extraction of metadata by giving semantics to combinations of heterogeneous

sensors for video streams, (2) flexible retrieval according to the selected strategy from broadening,

deepening and expanding, for metadata of video streams, (3) automatic 3D visualization for holistic and

detail relationships of video streams. In this paper we discuss the methods on multimedia technologies and

its feasibility by experimental results.
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1. Introduction

Metadata extraction, retrieval and data mining

are key technologies for realizing multimedia

databases. It is very important to realize e#ec-

tive methods as these technologies for precise

multimedia acquisition.

In the research area on multimedia databases

metadata extraction (Sheth 1998)9) (Westermann

2003)13) is e#ective for utilization of video

streams. Especially, it is e#ective to extract meta-

data from video streams of learning or meetings,

because learning or meetings includes expert

knowledge such as states of the arts in academic

fields, discussion points for conclusions, or turn-

ing points of decisions. In this research area on

metadata extraction for video streams, typical

approaches are image processing (Brady 1982),1)

(Yilmaz 2006),14) speech recognition (McTear

2002),4) and semantics recognition (Seth 1998).9)

As a challenge of these metadata extraction of

video streams, a metadata extraction method for

meeting video streams (Jaimes 2004)6) has been

designed. Instead of metadata extraction by image

processing with large processing time, if we can

immediately extract metadata from video streams,

we are able to extract expert knowledge from

learning or meetings, especially we can find dis-

cussion points for conclusions or turning points of

decision.

In this paper, we discuss an automatic and

immediate metadata extraction method by hetero-

geneous sensors for video streams (Yoshida

2005).18) The main feature of the method is

immediate and automatic extraction of metadata

by giving semantics to combinations of heteroge-

neous sensors for video streams on learning or

meetings.

The 2nd key technology for multimedia data-

bases is a retrieval method. We have a lot of

retrieval method (Khoshafian 1995),7) (Sheth

1998)9) for multimedia data. Flexible retrieval

methods enables us to increase chances for multi-

media acquisition.

In this paper we review flexible retrieval

method according to the selected strategy from

broadening, deepening and expanding, for meta-

data of video streams (Shimizu 2003).10)

The 3rd key issue on multimedia databases is

data mining (Han 2000).5) Data mining includes

many analysis technologies such as visualization,

hidden rule extraction, decision tree generation,

time-series analysis. Visualization ((Lamping

1996),2) (Mackinlay 1991),3) (Robertson 1993),8)

(Uchihashi 1999)12)) is the one of the important

technology that generates the interactive presen-
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tation of digital images or movies for users to

understand data.

In this paper we discuss an automatic genera-

tion method of visualization for both holistic and

detail relationships of multimedia data (Yoshida

2003a),15) (Yoshida 2003b),16) (Yoshida 2004).17)

Three-dimensional (3D) visualization is e#ective

for provision of relationships recognition of mul-

timedia data because 3D space can be represent

two-dimensional (2D) logical and temporal rela-

tionship at a glance. We also discuss the feasibil-

ity and e#ectiveness of visualizing holistic and

detail relationships of learning materials by ex-

periments in actual lectures.

2. An Automatic and Immediate Metadata Ex-

traction Method

In this section, an overview of an automatic

and immediate metadata extraction method by

heterogeneous sensors for video streams (Yoshida

2005)18) is shown. Figure 1 shows an overview of

the method. We have four steps in the method.

�Step-1: Sensor Identification

Detect sensor data from any sensors. At this

time, each sensor and identified by ID man-

ager (Fig. 1), Sensor data is recorded by

Sensor Recorder (Fig. 1).

�Step-2: Sensor Data with Time Stamping

Record sensor data to Sensor Database (Fig.

1). At this time, a time stamping process is

performed for sensor data from sensors with-

out time stamping.

�Step-3: Generation of Metadata

In this step, sensor data with synchronization

by time stamping and Sensor Semantics

Database (given semantics for combinations

of heterogeneous sensors, Fig. 1) is compar-

ed and metadata is output by Sensor Combi-

nation Manager in Fig. 1 when sensor data

and any entries of the sensor semantics data-

base are matched.

�Step-4: Storage for Metadata

Sensor Recorder stores metadata generated

in Step-3. Sensor Recorder stores both sen-

sor data and metadata for any kinds of re-

trieval after metadata generation.

The process of metadata generation in Step-3

and generation of Sensor Semantics Database is

important in the method. A hierarchy shown in

Fig. 2 (Jaimes 2004)6) for metadata extraction of

video streams was already defined. By this layer-

ing, any sensor is included to the method, and

database designer of Sensor Semantics Database is

manage semantics for sensors without detail

knowledge of the sensors. Sensor Semantics

Database is created independently of physical sit-

uation of sensors.

The first layer is for low level features from

sensors. This layer represents raw data of sensors

without time stamping.

Second, a layer for primitive elements above a

layer for low level features from sensors is de-

fined. This layer represents primitive elements

with time stamping for specific applications.

A layer for primitive motions is defined for

each logical units in time series of sensor data

because video streams have transitions according

to time and objective of the method is metadata

extraction for video streams.

A layer for metadata is target of the method.

In this layer, we are able to design metadata

according to semantics of sensor data independ-

ently of layers for low level features from sensors,

primitive elements.

A layer for abstraction is used by application of

the method. Designers of applications of the

Fig. 1. An overview of an automatic and im-

mediate metadata extraction method.

Fig. 2. Hierarchy for metadata extraction.
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method will design them independently of sensor

inputs, primitive elements, and primitive motions

in video stream.

3. Retrieval Method According to the Selected

Strategy from Broadening, Deepening and

Expanding

In this section a retrieval method according to

the selected strategy from broadening, deepening

and expanding (Shimizu 2003),11) for metadata of

video streams is reviewed. Figure 3 shows an

overview of this method.

3.1 Fomal expressions

Let G is a set of the all concepts, K is a set of the

concepts that the user already knows, N is a set of

the concepts that that the user will acquire. Pi are

prerequisites of output data i, Qi are output con-

cepts of data i. r(x, Y) stands for a set of sur-

rounding concepts of x in Y, and u(x, Y) stands

for a set of lower concepts of x in Y. Sets of

concepts S and T is defined as follows:

S�k�N ��e�Kr(e, K)

T�k�N ��e�Ku(e, K)

Retrieval algorithm by strategy “Broadening”

is defined as:

(Pi�K)�(Qi�N�0)

Retrieval algorithm by strategy “Deepening” is

defined as:

(Pi�K)�(Qi�S�0)

Retrieval algorithm by strategy “Expanding” is

defined as:

(Pi�K)�(Qi�N�0)�(Qi�T�0)

3.2 Implementation

Input of this retrieval method is three: ontolo-

gies that includes a set of concepts and their

relations, degrees of understanding for users on

each concetps, and retrieval candidates (multi-

meda data) with metadata of prerequisites and

output concepts.

When a user submit queries, a user inputs key-

words and selected strategy of from broadening,

deepening and expanding. Then algorithm de-

scribed in the section 3.1 is applied, then this

method outputs orderd multimeda data as re-

trieval resutls.

4. Automatic Generation of 3D Visualization

4.1 Overview

An automatic generation method of 3D visuali-

zation (Yoshida 2003a),15) (Yoshida 2003b),16)

(Yoshida 2004)17) using XML Schema Definition

(XSD) framework and schema compiler as shown

Fig. 4.

The method enables to implement visualization

method easily.

4.2 Implementation of automatic generation of

visualization

The method enables to generate 3D visualiza-

tion automatically for learners to recognize rela-

tionships of multimedia data.

The method is designed as following four steps:

�Step-1: Defining Schema by XSD (XML

Schema Definition)

�Step-2: Compiling of Schema

�Step-3: Generation of XML Instance by

Visualization Marshaller

�Step-4: Generation of Visualization Instance

by Visualization Geometric Engine

4.3 Step-1: Defining schema by XSD

In this step, visualization designers will make

definitions following two point of view by XML

Fig. 3. An overview of a retrieval method

according to the selected strategy from

broadening, deepening and expanding.

Fig. 4. An overview of system architecture for

automatic generation of visualization.
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Schema Definition (XSD):

�Making structure for visualizing elements.

�Defining characteristics for each visualizing

element as its attributes

Fig. 5 shows an example of defined XML

schema by this step on the method.

4.4 Step-2: Compiling of schema

From the XML schema generated by Step-1, we

generate a XML processing basic modules of visu-

alization automatically for the basis of Visualiza-

tion Marshaller and Visualization Geometric En-

gine shown in Fig. 4.

4.5 Step-3: Generation of XML instance by

visualization marshaller

In this step, we generate XML instances from

media databases for multimedia data by Visuali-

zation Marshaller.

A Visualization Marshaller is a sub-module of

the method and it is implemented based on the

XML processing basic module generated by Step-

2. It is designed to generate XML instances

automatically according to the XML schema de-

fined by Step-1.

4.5 Step-4: Generation of visualization instance

by visualization geometric engine

In this step, we generate visualization instances

from XML instances by Visualization Geometric

Engine.

A Visualization Geometric Engine is a sub-

module of the method, and it is implemented

based on the XML processing basic module gener-

ated by Step-2. It is designed to arrange, decide

positions for multimedia data, and generate visu-

alization (Fig. 7) instances automatically to rec-

ognize holistic and detail relationships for multi-

media data.

5. Experiment

In this section, we discuss the feasibility and

e#ectiveness of the visualization method described

in the section 4 for the application of e-Learning

(Yoshida 2004).17)

5.1 Experimental environment

We have two lecture for user study to clarify

feasibility of e#ectiveness of holistic and detail

relationships (Yoshida 2004).17) These lectures

are on database systems and its applications.

We have designed and had a first lecture with-

out the visualization, and a second one with the

Fig. 5. Example of defined XML schema by XSD.

Fig. 6. Example of generated XML instance.

Fig. 7. Example of generated CandyTop visuali-

zation instance
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visualization (Fig. 7). We had 14 testee learners

for the first lecture, and 11 learners for the second

lecture. University student and people from com-

panies on information technology was included in

them. We made conditions of people equal for

these two lectures on skills for information tech-

nology, experience on database systems.

5.2 Experimental methodology

In order to clarify feasibility of e#ectiveness of

holistic and detail relationships recognition of

multimeda data, we have two experiments as fol-

lows:

�Experiment-A: evaluation of degree of com-

prehension by learners themselves

�Experiment-B: evaluation of degree of com-

prehension by examinations

In these experiment, we show that the visualiza-

tion will increase the degree of comprehension in

comparison with the case without the visualiza-

tion. Experiment-A is the evaluation from learn-

ers’ point of view, and Experiment-B is the

evaluation from objective viewpoint.

We had 41 questions for each learners in Ex-

periment-A. We set four choices for each ques-

tion. The choice “1” stands for “Well Done” for

each question corresponding to each learning ele-

ment. The choice “2” stands for “Done.” The

choice “3” stands for “Not Attaining,” and the

choice “4” stands for “Not Attaining at All.”

We had examinations for all learners in both

lectures on Experiment-B. We had marked them

out of 5 point for each examination. We checked

the average point for both case of the lecture

without the visualization and with the visualiza-

tion.

5.3 Experimental results

We show the result of Experiment-A as Figs. 8

and 9. Figure 8 shows average point for learners’

answers corresponding all 41 questions. Figure 8

shows average point for learners’ answers corre-

sponding 10 questions (in 41 questions) only for

asking the relationships of learning materials.

We can see the average points of the second

lecture (with the visualization) are high in com-

parison with the first lecture (without the visuali-

zation) for all questions by Fig. 8. The average

point for answer “1” and “2” (“Well Done” and

“Done”) is high in comparison with the points for

negative answers.

We can see the average points of the second

lecture (with the visualization) are higher than

the average points of first lecture (without the

Fig. 8. Points (degree of comprehension) of

learners for evaluation (average values

for whole questions) 1: average point for

answers “Well Done,” 2: average point

for answers “Done,” 3: average point for

answers “Not Attaining,” 4: average

point for answers “Not Attaining at

All.”

Fig. 9. Points (degree of comprehension) of

learners for evaluation (average values

for questions corresponding relationships

of educational materials) 1: average

point for answers “Well Done,” 2:

average point for answers “Done,” 3:

average point for answers “Not

Attaining,” 4: average point for answers

“Not Attaining at All.”
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visualization) for 10 questions only for asking the

relationships of learning materials by Fig. 9.

The average point for answer “1” and “2”

(“Well Done” and “Done”) is high in comparison

with the points for negative answers in both case

of counting 41 all questions and only 10 questions

on asking the relationships of learning materials.

We show the result of Experiment-B as Fig. 10.

We can see the average score of examination on

the second lecture is higher than that of the first

lecture. We can say that the score is higher with

the visualization than the score without the visu-

alization.

We can say that the visualization is e#ective

from the viewpoint of learners themselves by Ex-

periment-A as Figs. 8 and 9.

Especially, Fig. 9 mentioned the important

point that the average point with the visualization

is much higher than that without the visualization

on asking only 10 questions on the relationships of

learning materials. This shows the direct e#ec-

tiveness of the visualization method on improv-

ing comprehension of relationships for learning

materials.

We can say that the visualization is e#ective

from the objective viewpoint by Experiment-B as

shown Fig. 10.

These experimental results shows the feasibility

of the implementation method of automatic gen-

eration for visualization on e-Learning environ-

ment. And the results also shows the e#ectiveness

of the visualization for learning materials.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss on multimedia data-

base technologies especially for a metadata extrac-

tion method for video streams, a retrieval method

by keywords and a given strategies, and a data

mining method by 3D visualization method and

its application to e-learning.

The main features of the methods are: (1)

immediate and automatic extraction of metadata

by giving semantics to combinations of heteroge-

neous sensors for video streams, (2) flexible re-

trieval according to the selected strategy from

broadening, deepening and expanding, for meta-

data of video streams, (3) automatic 3D visualiza-

tion for holistic and detail relationships of video

streams.

We also discuss its feasibility by experimental

results.

As our future work, retrieval methods by im-

pressions or emotional words, data mining meth-

ods for document data, quantitative analysis by

large databases for each method must be realized.
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